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ABSTRACT

Aims and Objectives:
1) To study that in cases of lump breast where mammogram and ultrasound
breast do not show features of malignancy ---------FNAC is not necessary

2) To evaluate the role of combined mammographic and sonographic imaging in
patients with palpable abnormalities of the breast
3) To provide systematic and practical approach to image evaluation of palpable
breast masses and then evaluate its image charecterstics which help in decision making by
clinician as to go for biopsy or lesion follow up.

Materials and Methods: Over a period of 12months, 50 patients aged 40 or above
with palpable abnormalities of breast underwent combined mammographic and
sonographic evaluation.

Results: 20 (40%) of the 50 palpable abnormalities had benign assessment, 12(60%) of
the benign lesions were visible both on mammography and sonography; 7 (35%) of the
20 benign lesions were mammographically occult and identified at sonographic
evaluation.1 lesion was sonographically occult (5%) and visualized on mammography.
In 7(14%) of the 50 cases, imaging evaluation resulted in a suspicious assessment and
all these lesions underwent biopsy and 2 were diagnosed as having malignancy.
23(46%) of the 50 palpable abnormalities had negative imaging assessment finding: of
these 9 patients underwent biopsy and all had benign findings. The sensitivity and
negative predictive value for combined mammographic and sonographic assessment
were 100%; the specificity was 80.1%.

Conclusion: cancer was diagnosed in only 2 of the 50 women who underwent
combined imaging for palpable abnormalities of the breast. Combined mammographic
and sonographic assessment was shown to be very helpful in identifying benign as well
as malignant lesions causing palpable abnormalities of the breast.

Key words: Biopsy; breast; mammography; palpable lumps; sonography.
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INTRODUCTION

Breast cancer is the leading cause of non-preventable cancer deaths among
women. Great strides in early detection and improved treatment have decreased breast
cancer related deaths.

A palpable mass in a woman's breast represents a potentially serious lesion and
requires evaluation by history taking, physical examination and mammography.

Mammography is a well-defined and widely accepted technique to evaluate
clinically suspected breast lesions and screening for breast cancer. In these patients
sonography is an useful adjunctive modality and helps characterizing a
mammographically detected palpable abnormality, especially in patients with dense
breast 1. Sensitivity and specificity of sonography or mammography is higher if
sonography and mammography are combined.

This dissertation titled ‘NON INVASIVE IMAGING APPROACH OF
PALPABLE BREAST LUMPS’ was undertaken at Govt. Stanley Medical College,
Chennai, between April 2010 and March 2011 to evaluate its role in the management of
palpable abnormalities of the breast.

AIMS AND OBJECTIVES
1. To study that in cases of lump breast where mammogram and ultrasound
breast do not show features of malignancy-FNAC is not necessary

2.To study the role of ultrasound and mammography in diagnosis and
management of variousbreastlesions
3.To provide a systematic and practical approach to image evaluation of
palpable breast masses, establish the presence of mass and then evaluate its image
characteristics which help in decision making by the clinician as to go for biopsy of
lesion or follow up.

INCLUSION CRITERA:
Women aged above or equal to 40 years with palpable breast abnomalities

Review of literature

Diagnostic mammography is upto 87% sensitive in detecting cancer. Its
specificity is 88 % and its positive predictive value is as high as 22% 2 .
Ultrasonography can effectively distinguish solid masses from cysts, which
accounts for approximately 25% of breast lesions.When strict criteria for cyst diagnosis
are met, ultrasonography has a sensitivity of 89% and specificity of 78 % in detecting
abnormalities in symptomatic women3. Recurrent or complex cysts may signal
malignancy; therefore, further evaluation of these lesions is required 4.

2000 Sara M.DurfeeM.D. et al retrospectively reviewed the pathological data
base to identify patients with palpable abnormalities and consecutive patients who had
excision . Mammograms & breast ultrasounds were reviewed retrospectively and
correlated with pathological and surgical findings and concluded that in patients
presenting with a breast mass on physical examination in whom mammography fails to
demonstrate an abnormality, supplemental ultrasound is helpful in most instances to
further characterize the lesion 5.

Jin Young et al evaluated the utility of the American College of Radiology’s
Breast Imaging Reporting & Data system sonographic final assesment system and
palpation – guided Fine needle aspiration for evaluation of palpble breast lesions and
concluded that sonography can replace FNA for diagnosis of palpable lesion of breast
when the BI-RADS sonographic final assesment system is used appropriately .

ANATOMY OF BREAST
DEVELOPMENT:
The breast is a tubulo acinar type of modified apocrine sweat gland. A primitive
embryonic ectodermal milk line runs from the base of forelimb to the region of hind
limb. During 5th – 7th wk of intrauterine fetal development, the thoracic section will
specialize and thicken to form the mammary ridge. A number of epithelial cords
penetrate the underlying mesenchyme, giving rise to 15-20 solid outbuddings. At term
these canalize to form a branching system of ducts, representing the future lobes of the
breast. The ducts open onto a surface pit, which undergoes mesenchymal proliferation
and aversion to become the nipple.
TOPOGRAPHIC ANATOMY:
The breasts lie entirely within the superficial fascia of the chest wall,
separated from the deep fascia by the potential retromammary space. It extends from
the second rib superiorly to the sixth or seventh costal cartilage inferiorly and medially
from the sternal edge as far as the mid axillary line. The breast is divided arbitrarily into
quadrants extending peripherally from the nipple. The upper quadrant contains the
greatest proportion of the fibro-glandular tissue and gives rise to the axillary tail of
Spence which passes supero-laterally to the axilla. The medial two thirds of the breast
overlie the Pectoralis Major muscle and lateral aspect of the gland overlies the Serratus
Anterior and External Oblique muscles. The fibrous strands or extensions of the
superficial fascia pass through the breast towards the skin and nipple and are known as
suspensory ligaments of Cooper. The nipple is surrounded by a circular zone of
pigmented skin, the Areola, which contains numerous specialized.

sebaceous glands know as Montgomery’s tubercles. The secretion of these glands
protects the nipple during suckling.

BLOOD SUPPLY:
Arterial supply: -The Lateral Thoracic artery branches from Axillary artery
and supplies the upper outer quadrant of the breast. The perforating branches of Internal
Mammary artery supply the central and medial portions of the breast. The branches of
Intercostal arteries provide blood to the lateral breast tissues with some branches from
Subscapular and Thoracodorsal arteries.
Venous drainage: - Drains via the Internal Thoracic, Axillary, Sub-clavian and
the Azygos veins.

LYMPHATIC DRAINAGE:
Majority of the lymph drains towards the Axillary nodes but some passes to the
Inter- costal and the Internal Thoracic chains, with nodes arranged in groups. Axillary
nodes are divided into three levels according to their relationship to the Pectoralis
Minor muscle. Level-I nodes are infero-lateral, level-II nodes are deep and level III
nodes are supero-medial to this muscle.

BREAST CHANGES IN SIZE & APPEARANCE OVER TIME
CHANGES DURING PUBERTY:
Puberty among girls usually begins at 10 to 11 yrs of life. The breast retains its
rudimentary glandular structure until puberty, when the female gland enlarges under
the influence of pituitary, ovarian and other hormones. The lacticiferous ducts
proliferate to form ductules, acinar ducts and simple acini.
In mature female breast, some 15-20 lobes drain by lactiferous ducts onto the
nipple. The lobes are further subdivided into lobules surrounded by a fibrous and fatty
interlobular stroma. A lobule consists of a group of acini supplied by one terminal duct
and supported by a loose connective tissue, which is termed as Terminal Duct Lobular
Unit (TDLU) CHANGES DURING PREGNANCY:
Marked epithelial proliferation occurs within the TDLU with relative decrease
in the surrounding fat and connective tissue. Prolactin, Insulin and Growth hormone
induces the ductules to form secretary acini.

CHANGES AFTER MENOPAUSE:
When a woman reaches menopause (typically in her late 40s or early 50s),
her body stops producing estrogen and progesterone. During this time, the breasts
undergo changes. For some women breasts become more tender and lumpy, sometimes
forming cysts, and in some the breasts glandular tissue shrinks after menopause and is
replaced with fatty tissue. The breast also tends to increase in size and sag because the
fibrous (connective) tissue loses its strength. The breast becomes less dense after
menopause and it is easier to detect breast cancer in older woman’s mammogram films
because the abnormalities are not hidden by breast density.

IMAGING MODALITIES FOR BREAST DISEASES

MAMMOGRAPHY:
Mammography is the single most important method in diagnosing breast disease. Its
areas of application include:
(i) Screening: mammography is the only imaging method to date that is suitable for
screening
(ii) Problem solving / Diagnostic: apart from few exceptions mammography is always
indicated as a diagnostic method in symptomatic patients. This not only helps
physicians in determining whether a lesion is potentially malignant or benign but also
screens for occult disease in surrounding tissue.
THE TECHNIQUE
Compared to radiographic studies of other parts of the body, mammography
places particularly stringent demands on equipment and image quality. The stringent
demands of the technique and positioning make mammography one of the most
difficult examinations in conventional radiology. To meet the requirements,
mammography requires special tubes that produce particularly low energy radiation.
Over the last 70+ years the technique has been developed and refined through the use of
dedicated units, compression, Molybdenum targets, standardized techniques, moveable
grids, automatic exposure control, high resolution films , rare earth screens, automatic
film processing and even greater attention to quality control.

RADIOGRAPHIC VIEWS:
Both screening and diagnostic mammograms routinely start with the standard
mediolateraloblique and craniocaudal projections. For further evaluation of suspected
abnormalities

supplemental

views

including

exaggerated

craniocaudal,

spot compression, magnification, vertical lateral, tangential and push-back views may
be obtained.

DEFINITION

OF

MAMMOGRAPHIC

LESIONS:

The

sensitivity

of

mammography is initially determined by the relative background composition of the
breast parenchyma. The denser the breast the less sensitive it is to the detection of small
masses, although small calcifications can generally still be detected. The mammograms
are initially evaluated for the presence of masses, architectural distortion, asymmetric
parenchyma, calcifications and skin changes.

Mammographically a mass is defined as a space occupying lesion seen in two
different projections, with density defined as a collection seen in only one view7. A
mass is then further characterized by its shape, margins, density, size, orientation and
presence of associated calcifications.

Shape.: An irregular shape is more concerning as it suggests indistinct or irregular
margins. Some skins lesions, warts and seborreic keratoses have typical appearances
due to the variegated surfaces and occasionally radiolucent/air halo. Some
intramammary nodes have a typical reniform configuration with a fatty notch.

Margin or contour analysis: characterizes the transition zone from mass to
surrounding parenchyma or fatty tissue. The significance arises from the tendency of

invasive carcinoma to infiltrate adjacent tissue and have indistinct, microlobulated or
frankly spiculated margins.

Well circumscribed or sharply marginated masses, either with or without a
radiolucent halo, are probably benign.
Circumscribed masses with irregular or microlobulated
on

margins

magnification views should be considered suspicious and biopsy suggested.

Masses with spiculated margins are suggestive of malignancy. Other spiculated
densities may represent radial scar or Sclerosing adenosis but are still suspicious and
can be associated with tubular carcinoma. A spiculated density may also be secondary to
a post operative scar, although the clinical history should provide the clue and
subsequent serial follow up should demonstrate maturation and involution or at least
stability of the scar.

Density describes the relative attenuation of a breast lesion compared to the normal
fibroglandular tissue of the breast. Cancer is frequently, but not always higher in
density than surrounding parenchyma, and can be isodense or rarely lower in density.
Fat containing/radiolucent masses most frequently represent oil cysts, lipoma,
galactocele, hamartoma or fibrolipoma and are considered benign unless other
characteristics are suspicious.

Calcifications can occur in the breast from many causes and be associated with both
benign and malignant conditions.

TYPICALLY BENIGN CALCIFICATIONS :
Skin calcifications : are typically small, round to oval with lucent centers.

Vascular calcification: is similar to elsewhere in the body and forms contiguous or
interrupted dense paired tubular lines.
Coarse or popcorn like calcification: can be seen in an involuting fibroadenoma.

The large rod shaped calcification of secretory disease/plasma cell mastitis is usually
over 1mm in diameter, may have lucent centers and occasionally branch.

Small, dense rounded calcifications are usually considered benign and related to
involution.
Milk of calcium is benign and represents calcium precipitate in small cysts.
Eggshell calcifications are benign
Small amorphous, indistinct, hazy rounded and flake like calcifications may be
associated with both benign and malignant processes and are of intermediate concern

CALCIFICATIONS HIGHLY PROBABLE OF MALIGNANCY

•

Pleomorphic or heterogeneous (granular) fine linear and/or branching
calcifications

BI RADS CLASSIFICATION:
Radiologists are encouraged to use in their reporting , the terms recommended in the
BIRADS published by the AMERICAN COLLEGE OF RADIOLOGY.
Diagnosis should be categorized as8 :
CATEGORY I: Normal mammogram.
CATEGORYII: Focal benign findings for which nothing further is required.
CATEGORY III: Probably benign finding, short interval follow up suggested.
CATEGORY IV: Indeterminate lesion, biopsy recommended.
CATEGORY V: highly suggestive of malignancy and requires biopsy
DIGITAL MAMMOGRAPHY:

Allows images to be enhanced and transmitted electronically. The ability to alter
contrast and brightness permits further evaluation of abnormal areas to identify features
diagnostic of benign and malignant disease

9,10,11,12

. Although the over all cancer

detection rate is similar in screen field and full field mammography, screen-field
imaging has better image quality and less artifacts and requires fewer patient recalls10,11
. In addition to its usefulness in telemammography, digital mammography

may be more accurate than traditional mammography. Potential new techniques
include three- dimensional imaging, lower dose radiation, dual energy subtraction,
contrast- enhancement imaging and computer assisted diagnosis 9, 10,11.

ULTRASOUND :
Like Mammography, US has also been playing an increasingly important role in the
evaluation of breast diseases. US is useful in the evaluation of palpable masses that are
mammographically occult, in the evaluation of clinically suspected breast lesions in
women younger than thirty years of age and to further evaluate many abnormalities
demonstrated on mammograms. US is also useful in the guidance of biopsies and
therapeutic procedures, and more recently research is underway to evaluate its role in
cancer screening.

Originally, US was primarily used as a relatively inexpensive and effective method
to differentiate cystic from solid breast masses. However, it is now well established that
US also provides valuable information about the nature and extent of solid masses and
other breast lesions. US does not expose a patient to ionizing radiation, which is
particularly important for pregnant or young patients. Furthermore, young womens’
breasts tend to appear dense on mammogram, reducing the diagnostic sensitivity in this
group. Another indication for breast US is the evaluation of breast abscesses, which is
better done with US than mammography.

Classification of benign, indeterminate, and malignant nodules
Technical improvement in ultrasound equipment prospectively led to the
classification of breast nodules into 1 of the 3 categories: benign, indeterminate or
malignant.

To be classified as benign, a nodule had to have no malignant characteristics and also
demonstrate 1 of the 3 following combinations of benign characteristics13:

a. Intense uniform hyperechogenicity.
b. Ellipsoid or wider-than-tall (parallel) orientation along with a thin, echogenic
capsule.
c. 2 or 3 gentle lobulations and a thin echogenic capsule.

A nodule is indeterminate by default if it has no malignant characteristics and none of
the three previously listed benign characteristic combinations.

To be classified as malignant, a mass needs to have any of the following characteristics:

a. Spiculated contour

b. Taller-than-wide (not parallel) orientation

c. Angular margins

d. Marked hypoechogenicity

e. Posterior acoustic shadowing

f. Punctate calcifications

g. Duct extension

h. Branch pattern or microlobulation

US is also used to guide procedures, such as cyst aspiration, percutaneous biopsy,
needle localization of masses for surgical excision, abscess drainage in selected cases
and therapeutic radiofrequency or cryoablation.
MAGNETIC RESONANCE IMAGING
MRI is being studied to determine its usefulness in diagnosing breast masses.
Gadolinium contrast is used to enhance the vascularity of malignant lesions. Although
MRI is highly sensitive (85% to 100% ) it lacks specificity (47% t0 67%) 14,15. MRI is
inferior to mammography in detecting in situ cancers and cancers smaller than 3 mm, and
it provides no cost benefit over excisonal biopsy for verifying malignancy.

Research suggests two potential roles for MRI in breast mass diagnosis:
evaluating patients with silicone breast implants and assessing patients in whom
evaluation by ultrasound and mammography is problematic16.

A recent study compared the effectiveness of mammography and MRI in
women with a family history of breast cancer or a genetic susceptibility to the disease17.
The sensitivity of MRI was higher than that of mammography in detecting breast cancer
and MRI improves detection of early breast cancers in carriers of BRCA

mutations. It has a lower specificity than mammography, which requires additional
evaluations. It also has limited sensitivity in detecting ductal carcinoma in situ.
NUCLEAR MEDICINE STUDIES :
Another potential complementary technique to mammography involves nuclear
medicine tests that use functional or metabolic properties of a tumour, rather than
morphological features for diagnosis

SCINTIMAMMOGRAPHY:

is

a

diagnostic

modality

which

uses

radiopharmaceuticals to provide tumor-specific imaging of the breast. After injection
of the radiopharmaceutical, the breast is evaluated with planar or single positron
emission computed tomography (SPECT) radionuclide imaging. Scintimammography
has been proposed primarily as an adjunct to mammography and physical examination
in patients who have palpable masses or suspicious mammograms as a technique to
improve patient selection for biopsy.
If sufficiently predictive of a benign lesion, scintimammography might be
used to recommend against performing a biopsy, thus reducing the number of negative
biopsies. Alternatively if predictive of a malignant lesion in someone whose
mammogram is interpreted as benign, then the sensitivity of screening would be
improved. If scintimammography accurately assesses axillary lymph node status,
patients might either undergo needed axillary dissection or avoid it when unnecessary.

PET: has not been shown to be useful in estimating tumor biologic behavior, in
determining extent of disease in the breast or in determining axillary lymph node status.

INTERVENTIONAL PROCEDURES
After screening and other diagnostic studies are completed, the next step is to
determine the best type of intervention.
GALACTOGRAPHY:
Galactography refers to the examination of lactiferous ducts using a contrast
medium. Filling defects may be caused by debris, ductal carcinoma insitu, fibrocystic
changes or pappiloma. The procedure may be requested in women with spontaneous
unilateral nipple discharge emanating from one or two ducts. It is not indicated for
galactorrhoea or bilateral serous or brownish green discharge from multiple ducts
PRE OPERARTIVE NEEDLE LOCALIZATION:
The increasing use of mammography has resulted in an increased rate of detection
of clinically occult disease. Non palpable lesions can be localized under
mammographic or ultrasound guidance or less frequently, under CT or MRI guidance
for subsequent excision. A wire hook or some form of visual clue is placed as close to
the lesion as possible to guide the surgeon. This facilitates accurate excision and
reduces the volume of breast tissue that needs to be excised.

PERCUTANEOUS BIOPSY: The ability to perform biopsies percutaneously rather
than surgically has multiple advantages. There is considerable cost reduction and
reduction of operating room time. Due to smaller volume of tissue removed, the
morbidity is decreased, no cosmetically deforming scarring occurs hence no
architectural distortion is seen on follow up mammograms. Percutaneous biopsy can be
performed using variety of biopsy techniques. Fine needle aspiration cytology has
variable sensitivity data of 53-100% .A negative cytological finding may in general not
be used to avoid surgical biopsy.

Core needle biopsy has become a well established technique under mammographic,
stereotatic or sonographic guidance. Core needle biopsy is the standard method for the
work up of masses, probably benign lesions or for proving malignancy in suspicious
lesions. It permits histological diagnosis as it has cores of tissue. The sensitivity ranges
between 92%-98% with a specificity of 100%
VACUUM ASSISTED NON SURGICAL BREAST BIOPSY:
Technical advances now permit percutaneous directional biopsies with vaccum assisted
devices. Under imaging guidance either with ultrasound or stereotactic technology, a
large histological tissue specimen can be obtained with the aid of a high speed rotating
cutter called Mammotome. This device is attached to a vaccum source that pulls tissue
in to a hollow 11 or 14 guage probe. Contiguous specimens can be obtained without
having to withdraw the probe after each sample is obtained, as must be done with
conventional core biopsy techniques. Vaccum biopsy is the most accurate biopsy
technique for the work up of microcalcifications.The major limitation for a more wide
spread use is the high cost of these biopsy probes.

BREAST DISORDERS

DEVELOPMENTAL ANAMOLIES:

Ectopic

breast

(mammary

heterotopia), which

has

been

described as

both
supernumerary and aberrant breast tissue, is the most common congenital abnormality
of the breast. Supernumerary breast tissue is seen mostly along the milk line; the most
frequent sites are the chest wall, vulva, and axilla. It may vary in its components of
nipple (polythelia), areola and glandular tissue (polymastia). However, an anatomic
location outside the milk line should not preclude a diagnosis of ectopic breast tissue,
because there are many well-documented, unusual sites of such tissue, including the
knee, lateral thigh, buttock, face, ear, and neck 18. Aberrant breast tissue is usually
located near the breast, most commonly in the axilla. They usually have a nipple and
areola and a separate duct system from that of the normal breast. It has been reported
that ectopic breast tissue is more prone to malignant change and that ectopic breast
cancer occurs at an earlier age; however, malignancies in ectopic breasts are very rare
19,20,21.

BENIGN TUMOURS
FIBROADENOMA:

Conventionally regarded as a benign tumor of the breast, fibroadenoma is also thought
to represent a group of hyperplasic breast lobules called "aberrations of normal
development and involution" which are most common in young women22,23,24. Giant
fibroadenomas are fibroadenomas that are 8 cms or larger. On mammograms the classic
fibroadenoma is an oval or lobular equal density mass with smooth margins. As the
fibroadenoma ages it become sclerotic and less cellular and popcorn like calcifications
develop at the periphery. Subsequently the entire mass may be replaced by dense
calcification. On ultrasound fibroadenomas are oval, well circumscribed homogenous
masses, usually wider than tall with up to four gentle lobulations. Because
fibroadenomas contain ductal elements, rare cases of ductal or lobular carcinoma in situ
have been reported. Any suspicious change should prompt biopsy for this reason.
PHYLLODES TUMOUR:

Previously misnormed as cystosarcoma phyllodes is a benign tumour arising in women
in 5th decade and can be quite large. A Phyllodes tumour has both stromal and epithelial
elements, in contrast to fibro adenoma, as well as fluid like spaces containing solid
growth of cellular stroma and epithelium in a leaf like configuration from which the
tumour gets its name. About 10% of Phyllodes tumors are malignant and may
metastasize to lung. On mammography, Phyllodes tumour appears as dense, round or
oval, lobulated non calcified mass with smooth borders. On ultrasound it appears as
smoothly marginated inhomogenous mass that occasionally contains cystic

spaces producing acoustic posterior enhancement and it can be mistaken for a
fibroadenoma or circumscribed cancer.
FIBROCYSTIC DISEASE:
Fibrocystic changes (FCCs) constitute the most frequent benign disorder of the breast.
Such changes generally affect premenopausal women between 20 and 50 years of age
25–32

. FCCs may be multifocal and bilateral. The most common presenting symptoms are

breast pain and tender nodularities in breasts. Over the years it has been one of the major
issues to determine whether these lesions are a risk factor for the subsequent
development of breast cancer
CYSTS:
Cysts are fluid-filled, round or ovoid structures that are found in as many as one third of
women between 35 to 50 years. Cysts cannot reliably be distinguished from solid
masses by clinical breast examination or mammography. In these cases,
ultrasonography and fine needle aspiration cytology which are highly accurate are
used.

Complex (or complicated or atypical) cyst is a sonographic diagnosis that is
characterized by internal echoes or thin septations, thickened and/or irregular wall and
absent posterior enhancement

33

. They are reported in approximately 5%–5.5% of all

breast ultrasound

examinations. The malignancy rate of complex cysts, which is 0.3% as described by
Venta et al., is lower than that for lesions classified as "probably benign." These
patients can be managed with follow-up imaging studies 34. However, if the lesion

also includes an intracystic mass (intracystic nodule), it should be regarded as
"suspicious for neoplasm" and managed as solid lesions. Either a core needle biopsy or
surgical biopsy is indicated for these lesions 33,35.

ADENOSIS:
Adenosis of the breast is a proliferative lesion that is characterized by an increased
number or size of glandular components, mostly involving the lobular units. Various
types of adenosis have been described, of which sclerosing adenosis and
microglandular adenosis are important.

Sclerosing adenosis can manifest as a palpable mass or as a suspicious finding at
mammography. It can coexist with both invasive and in situ cancers. Studies found
sclerosing adenosis to be a risk factor for invasive breast cancer apart from its
association with other proliferative lesions of the breast 36.

Microglandular adenosis of the breast is characterized by a proliferation of round,
small glands distributed irregularly within dense fibrous and/or adipose tissue.

Although microglandular adenosis is considered benign, there is some evidence of
the potential of this lesion to become invasive carcinoma. Microglandular adenosis also
has a tendency to recur if not completely excised.

PAPPILOMA:
Pappilomas are either solitary or multiple. Solitary Pappillomas are central
or peripheral, originate in the ductal epithelium and are often seen in the subareolar
region or in subareolar ducts. Tumours starting in the terminal ducts further from the
nipple are called peripheral pappilomas and are considered a risk factor for breast
cancer.

Often pappilomas are not seen on mammography or ultrasound at all. When
seen on ultrasound papillomas are solid round or oval or microlobulated hypoechoic
masses. On galactography pappillomas produces an intraductal or intraluminal filling
defect
LACTATING ADENOMAS:
occurs in young patients in the second or third trimester. They are solid
well circumscribed masses that can enlarge rapidly during pregnancy. On ultrasound, a
lactating adenoma is oval or lobular and smoothly marginated and can contain cystic or
necrotic spaces. The mass may regress in size in the post partum period.
RADIAL SCAR:
It is a benign proliferative breast lesion that has nothing to do with
post-biopsy scar. Both radial scars and their larger variants called complex sclerosing
lesions may include adenosis and hyperplasia. A radial scar has a central portion that
undergoes atrophy, thereby resulting in a scar-like formation, pulling in of the
surrounding glandular

tissue produces a spiculated mass . On mammography, it appears as a spiculated mass
with either dark or white central area on ultrasound it appears as a hypoechoic mass,
with or with out acoustic shadow
HAMARTOMA:
Hamartoma of the breast is an uncommon benign tumor-like nodule, also known
as fibroadenolipoma or lipofibroadenoma or adenolipoma, composed of varying
amounts of glandular, adipose and fibrous tissue. Clinically hamartoma presents as a
discrete, encapsulated, painless mass. The classic mammographic appearance is a
circumscribed area consisting of both soft tissue and lipomatous elements, surrounded
by a thin radiolucent zone37,38.

LIPOMA:
Lipoma of the breast is a benign, usually solitary tumor composed of mature fat
cells. It is occasionally difficult to distinguish lipoma from other conditions clinically,
thus causing diagnostic and therapeutic challenges 39. Clinically, a lipoma presents as a
well-circumscribed, smooth or lobulated mass that is soft and usually nontender. FNA
biopsy of these lesions reveals fat cells with or without normal epithelial cells. Usually
both mammography and ultrasound scanning give negative results, unless the tumor is
large40. If the clinical diagnosis of lipoma is confirmed by either FNA biopsy or core
biopsy, and the mammogram and the ultra sonogram show nothing suspicious for
malignancy at the site, the patient is normally followed through palpation after 6
months.

However, if the diagnosis is not certain or the lesion grows rapidly, the tumor should be
surgically removed 39, 40.
LYMPHNODE:
An intramammary lymphnode is often situated in the upper quadrant of
breast. A hilar notch or fatty hilum should be visible to make the diagnosis . Normal
intramammary lymphnodes are usually less than 1 cm in diameter. A non
pathologically enlarged lymphnode in the axilla may vary in size depending on the size
of the fatty hilum.
GALACTOCOELE:
An obstructed milk duct usually causes Galactocoeles , which occur during
lactation or shortly after breast feeding is stopped . On mammography, galactocoeles
may appear as an intermediate mass , unless the classic fat fluid level is seen . Even if
the fat fluid level is not seen, a benign finding can be determined if the fat can be
identified with in the mass . US may show a complex mass.
FAT NECROSIS:
Fat necrosis is due to saponification of fat from previous trauma, usually
surgery or blunt trauma. On mammography, fat necrosis typically contains a fatty lipid
center and is round in shape, but it occasionally has a spiculated appearance .

INFLAMMATORY AND RELATED CONDITIONS :
Mastitis
A variety of inflammatory and reactive changes can be seen in the breast. Inflammatory
breast cancer, as the name suggests, mimics an infectious or inflammatory etiology. It
often develops without a palpable mass lesion and is often initially misdiagnosed.
Mammographic and sonographic evaluation are helpful in establishing the diagnosis.
Image-guided biopsy of the abnormal breast parenchyma or skin biopsy confirms the
diagnosis.
ACUTE MASTITIS:
Acute mastitis usually occurs during the first 3 months postpartum as a result of breast
feeding. Also known as puerperal or lactation mastitis. This disorder is a cellulitis of the
interlobular connective tissue within the mammary gland, which can result in abscess
formation and septicemia. It is diagnosed based on clinical symptoms and signs
indicating inflammation. Suitable patients assessed by ultrasonography can be treated
without surgery by needle aspiration and antibiotics with excellent cosmesis 41.
GRANULOMATOUS MASTITIS:
Granulomatous reactions resulting from an infectious etiology, foreign material or
systemic autoimmune diseases such as Sarcoidosis and Wegener’s Granulomatosis can
involve the breast. Identification of the etiology requires microbiologic and
immunologic testing in addition to histopathologic evaluation. Many different types of
organisms can cause granulomatous mastitis 42,43.

Tuberculosis of the breast is a very rare disease. However, both clinical and
radiological features of tuberculous mastitis are not diagnostic and easily can be
confused with either breast cancer or pyogenic breast abscess by clinicians. Definitive
diagnosis of the disease is based on identification of typical histological features and
mycobacterial culture .
MAMMARY DUCT ECTASIA:
Mammary duct ectasia, also called periductal mastitis is a distinctive clinical entity that
can mimic invasive carcinoma clinically. It is a disease of primarily middle-aged to
elderly parous women, who usually present with nipple discharge, a palpable
subareolar mass, noncyclical mastalgia or nipple inversion or retraction. The
pathogenesis and the etiology of the disease are still being debated. Mammary duct
ectasia is usually an asymptomatic lesion and is detected mammographically because
of microcalcifications.
BREAST CANCER :
INCIDENCE: 1.5-4.5 cases per 1000 women per year
CARCINOMA IN SITU: carcinoma in situ is lesions with cells displaying the
characteristic features of a carcinoma without extension across the basement membrane

Lobular carcinoma in situ is not considered as a true carcinoma but a rather severe
lobular atypia. Incidence of LCIS is 0/8-6%. LCIS is a solid neoplasm of small
isomorphic cells occupying the ductulolobular units, with frequent involvement of
extralobular ductal segments as well as groups of lobules as manifestations of a

multifocal or multicentric growth. There is no mammographic findings characteristic of
LCIS. This implies that LCIS generally cannot be distinguished from benign changes or
normal breast parenchyma.
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Comedocarcinoma is the most aggressive. Most of the ductal carcinomas progress to
invasive carcinoma .DCIS accounts for 20-40% of all cancers detected by screening. A
classification developed as a surgical guide, is based on three categories of nuclear
grade (low, intermediate and high) and presence or abscence of necrosis. Recently age
was added as a factor. The Van Nuys grading serves as a rough guide for treatment.
PAGETS DISEASE:
It is a benign appearing eczematoid lesion of the nipple caused by large
malignant cells (paget’s cells) which arise from the ducts and which invade the
sorrounding nipple epithelium. Mammographic findings include only calcifications in
72%, soft tissue abnormality with calcifications in 12%, only soft tissue abnormality in
10%.

INVASIVEDUCTALCARCINOMA:
It is the most common breast cancer and accounts for about 90% of all cancers. A
classical appearance is a dense irregular or spiculated mass that occasionally contains

pleomorphic calcifications representing DCIS. Spiculated masses on the mammogram
may be round, irregular. Spiculation represents either productive fibrosis or tumour
extension. On MRI the usual appearance of invasive ductal cancer is a brightly
enhancing mass with or without spiculation.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
The study was conducted at Govt.Stanley Hospital,Chennai-01

We included women more than or equal to 40 years referred to this centre with
palpable abnormalities of breast during a period of 12 months from April 2010 through
March 2011 who underwent a combined mammographic and sonographic evaluation of
breast.

Palpable abnormalities of the breast included in the study had a variety of
clinical descriptions, such as palpable lump, thickening, nodularity etc. In all patients
studied, the palpable abnormalities were of sufficient clinical concern to be referred for
imaging evaluation.

The following information was documented at the time of initial visit,
date of initial visit, age of the patient, site of the palpable abnormality and description
of the palpable abnormality.

All patients underwent diagnostic mammography, which included standard
cranio-caudal, and medial -lateral -oblique views. Later all the patients were subjected
to sonography of breast.

Mammography was performed with GE SENOGRAPHE 800 T equipment.
Sonographic examination was performed with a 7- 10 MHz transducer of SIEMENS G
50.

EXCLUSION CRITERIA:
Women below 40 years of age with palpable abnormalities of breast.

Women with fungating mass per breast and mass adherent to chest wall where
performing mammography was difficult .

RESULTS
There were 50 patients with palpable abnormalities of the breast who underwent
combined mammographic and sonographic evaluation. The palpable abnormalities
were reported in 29 patients in the right breast and 19 patients in the left breast and 2
patients on both sides.

Table 1 shows the age distribution of patients studied.

Table 2 shows the descriptors of the palpable abnormalities in the patients studied

Table 3 shows the tissue density on the mammograms in the patient studied.

Table 4 Summarizes the final assessment after the combined mammographic and
sonographic evaluation of palpable abnormalities in the patients’ studied.

Table 5 shows the benign causes of palpable abnormalities included Cysts (N= 12),
Fibroadenoma (n=4), Fibrocystic disease (n=1) Duct ectasia (n=2) Fat necrosis (n=1).

In 7 of the 50 cases, imaging evaluation resulted in a biopsy procedures based
on a combination of mammographic and sonographic features. All of these 7 lesions
underwent biopsy, 5 excisional biopsy and 2 FNAC. Of these 7 patients 2 were
malignant and 5 were characterized as benign pathologically.

12 patients underwent biopsy despite negative findings because of high degree of
clinical suggestion and in each case the histological diagnosis was benign.

Table 6 summarizes the test characteristics of combined mammographic and
sonographic evaluation in patients with palpable abnormalities.
The positive predictive value for cancer lesions undergoing biopsy that showed
questionable findings on combined mammographic and sonographic evaluation
undergoing biopsy was 28.5%.

OBSERVATIONS
TABLE No.1
AGE DISTRIBUTION OF PATIENTS IN THE STUDY GROUP

PATIENTS’ AGE GROUP

No. of palpable abnormalities
N= 50

40- 49

25

50-59

15

60-69

6

>70

4

Table 2 :

DESCRIPTORS OF PALPABLE ABNORMALITIES

No palpable
DESCRIPTOR

abnormalities n=50

Palpable lump

33

Palpable thickening

6

Nodularity

6

Not specified

5

35
30
25
20
15
10
5
0

Lump

1

T

2

N

3

NS

4

Table 3.
Mammographic Tissue Density in the patients Studied
Breast Parenchymal Density
Scattered fibro glandular Density

No. of palpable
abnormalities
25

Predominantly Fatty

15

Heterogenously Dense

3

Dense

2

Table 4:

Final assessment after Combined Mammographic and Sonographic evaluation of
Palpable Abnormalities in 50 Patients

Imaging findings

No. Of palpable

abnormalities
Negative

23

Benign

20

Suspicious

7

Benign

7

Negative

Suspicious

1
2
3

TABLE 5 :

BENIGN LESIONS
NO.OF ABNORMALITIES
N= 20
CYSTS

12

FIBROADENOMA

4

DUCT ECTASIA

2

FAT NECROSIS

1

FIBROCYSTIC DISEASE

1

Table 6:
Test Characteristics for Combined Mammographic and Sonographic evaluation in 50
Patients with Palpable Abnormalities of Breast.

CHARECTERSTICS

VALUE %

Sensitivity

100%

Specificity

84.3%

Positive predictive value

28.5%

Negative predictive value

100%

Fig-1

Calcified Nodule – Fibroadenoma
Fig-2

Oval solid mass lesion with posterior acoustic
enhancement --- fibroadenoma

Fig-3

Well defined homogenous mass lesion on
mammogram, confirmed with ultrasound as benign cyst

Fig-4

Spiculated dense mass lesion in the
retroareolar region – malignant mass

Fig-5

Multiple Well Defined Mass Lesion

Fig-6

Ultrasound of same patient showing multiple cystic

Fig-7

Spiculated mass lesion characterized as high
probability of malignancy confirmed with biopsy
as malignant mass

Fig-8

Gaint Fibroadenoma

DISCUSSION
Because of the low sensitivity of the mammography in younger women due to dense
breast tissue and also low incidence of breast carcinoma in women less than 40 years44,
we have included in our study only women who are 40 and over 40 years of age with
palpable abnormalities of breast.

Breast carcinoma has been reported in only 4% of patients with breast symptoms,
and even among palpable lesions undergoing biopsy, a large number of lesions turned
out to be benign 45,46. The role of mammography in patients with palpable breast lumps
is to show a benign cause for palpable abnormality and to avoid further intervention, to
support earlier intervention for a mass with malignant features, screen the remainder of
the ipsilateral and contralateral breast for additional lesions, and to assess the extent of
malignancy when cancer is diagnosed 47.

However the false negative rate of mammography for breast cancer in patients with
palpable abnormalities of the breasts has been reported to be as high as 16.5 %48.
Multiple studies have shown that the false negative rate for a combined mammographic
and sonographic evaluation varies from 0% to 2.6%49,50,51,52. Additional imaging with
sonography is appropriate in most instances, with the exception of lesions that are
mammographically benign as noted above or lesions that are highly indicative of
malignancy, in which sonographic imaging would not add any additional information.
Sonography may obviate the need for intervention by showing benign causes of
palpable abnormalities such as cysts, benign intra mammary

lymphnodes, extravasated silicon and superficial thrombophlebitis of Mondor disease
of the breast.

In this study, 20 (40%) of the 50 lesions were categorized as benign after a
combined mammographic and sonographic evaluation, clearly showing the value of
imaging in helping avoid unnecessary biopsies. In these patients Sonography was able to
categorise palpable lesions obscured by dense tissue on mammograms. Moss et al53
reported that sonography increased cancer detection by 14% in symptomatic patients
who were evaluated with both mammography and sonography. In retrospective
analysis of 293 palpable malignant lesions, sonography detected all cancers; 18(6.1%)
of these 293 cancers were mammographically occult
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. In study of 411 palpable

abnormalities by Shetty MK and Shah YP, 66(16%) of the 165 palpable abnormalities
were mammographically occult. In this study 1 lesion (fat necrosis) was sonograpically
occult and was visualized only on mammography. 7(14%) of the 50 lesions were
mammographically occult and were seen only on ultrasound. Of these 6 were benign
cysts and 1 was duct ectasia. Sonography therefore is complimentary to mammography
in patients with palpable abnormalities; its superiority over mammography is in being
able to show lesions obscured by dense breast tissue and in characterizing palpable
lesions that are mammographically visible or occult. Mammography is complimentary
to sonography because of its ability to screen the reminder of the ipsilateral and contra
lateral breast for clinically occult lesions. It has been reported that the accuracy of
sonography is comparable with that of mammography as a screening modality for
breast cancer. However the role of sonographic screening for additional lesions in the
symptomatic patients has not been reported.

Combined imaging evaluation leads to fewer unnecessary biopsies. Perdue et al
reported that only 11.1% of 623 excisional biopsy specimens of palpable breast
revealed carcinoma (46). In this study only 7 of the 50 palpable abnormalities
underwent biopsy on the basis of imaging findings and only 2 (4%) showed
malignancy.

In a review article, Donegan stated that most of the breast cancers appear as
palpable masses, usually found by the patient
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. However, not all palpable

abnormalities represent discrete masses. This is especially true in women younger than
40 yrs in whom normal glandular nodularity may be mistaken for dominant masses 56.
In this study of 50 patients who presented with palpable abnormalities 23 patients
showed negative findings on both combined mammographic and sonographic
examination. 9 of these patients underwent biopsy on the grounds of clinical suspicion
and all were benign. Of 411 palpable abnormalities studied by Shetty MK and Shah YP
186 cases showed negative findings, clearly showing the importance of imaging

A small number of palpable masses detected on physical examination are malignant;
in this study 4 % of the palpable lesions that underwent combined mammographic and
sonographic imaging were cancer, compared with 5% in a series of 123 cases of
palpable breast thickening reported by Kaiser et al, 5% in 605 patients younger than 40
years reported by Marrow et al, 17 % in 750 breast lesions reported by A.T.Stavros et al

The value of combined mammographic and sonographic imaging in symptomatic
patients has been studied previously. Moss et al reported sensitivity of 94.2% and
specificity of 67.9% in 368 patients 53. Shetty MK and Shah YP reported a sensitivity

of

100% and specificity of 80.1%1. Barlow et al reported a sensitive of 87% and

specificity of 88% and positive predictive value of 22 %2.

Their findings are comparable with present findings of sensitivity of 100 % and
specificity of 84.3% in patients with palpable breast lumps.

CONCLUSION
Combined use of mammography and sonography plays an important role in the
management of palpable breast lesions. Its appilications are
a. Negative findings on combined mammographic and sonographic imaging
have very high specificity and are reassuring to the patient.
b.

Charecterizes the palpbable mass lesion.

c. Avoids unnecessary intervetions in which imaging findings are unequivocally
benign.

SUMMARY
- This study was undertaken to evaluate the role of mammography and sonography in
charecterizing the palpable breast masses.
- The study includes 50 pateints with palpable breast abnormalities
- Out of 50 patients, 23 showed no evidence of mass lesion on mammography and
sonography.
- 20 patients had benign charecters on both mammography and sonography.

-Out of 20, 7 lesions were mammographically occult and visualized on ultrasound of
breast and 1 lesion was sonographically occult and seen on mammography.

- 7 patients had suspicious findings on combined evaluation and biopsy was advised
and of these only 2 patients showed malignancy.
-4% of patients of 50 showed malignancy in this particular study.

-The positive predictive value for cancer lesions undergoing biopsy that showed
questionable findings on combined mammographic and sonographic evaluation was
28.5%
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ANNEXURES

PROFORMA
Name:

Date:

OPD/IP No:

Age:

Sex:

Marital status

Address:
Chief complaint:
Mass
Pain
Nipple discharge Nipple
Retraction Other History
of present illness:
Past history:
Personal history: Menstrual history :
Marital

status

:

Lactational history :
Family History:

family history CA breast

YES / NO

General Physical Examination : Axillary lymphadenopathy
Pallor Icterus Cynosis Koilonychia Vital
signs – Pulse, BP,Temperature , RR

Local Examination: Inspection
Palpation

Special Investigations: Mammography
Ultrasonography
Biopsy
Final Diagnosis

MAMMOGRAPHY :
Parenchymal density :
-

Fatty

-

Scattered fibroglandular

-

Dense

Mass :

Heterogenously dense
-

size

-

contour

-

oval or round

-

lobular

-

irregular

-

architevtural distortion

-

associated findings
skin retraction skin thickening
nipple retraction axillary
lymphadenopathy

-

presence or absence of associated calcifications

-

location

-

interval change

ULTRASONOGRAPHY :
Solid / Cystic Mass
CYST : Round/ Oval
Walls

Internal echoes
Posterior acoustic enhancemt

SOLID :

Shape
Height – width ratio
Margins
sound absorption

Approach to Master chart
AN-

Anechoic

B

- Benign

C

- Cyst

DE

- Duct Ectasia

DES

- Descriptor of the lump

Echo

- Echogenicity

FA

- Fibroadenoma

FCC

- Fibro cystic changes

FN

- Fat Necrosis

Hypo

- Hypo dense / echoic

Hyper

- Hyper echoic / dense

ISO

- Isoechoic/ Isodense

Lo

- Lobulated

Lt

- Left

ML

- Micro lobulated

Mx

- Mixed Echogenicity

M

- Malignant

N

- Negative

Rt

-

Right

S

-

Suspicious

Sp

-

Spiculated

T

-

Thickening

WD

-

SONO DIAG

Well defined
- Sonographic diagnosis

MAMMO DIAG - Mammographic diagnosis
COMB

- Combined Mammographic And Sonographic Diagnosis

MASTER CHART
SI NO.

NAME

OP/IP

AGE

DES

1

Ponni

43901

40

Lump

Lt

Oval

2
3
4
5

Parvathy
Karpagam
Devi
Priya

43960
43991
4398
44021

80
53
52
57

T
T
NotSp
Lump

Rt
Lt
Lt
B/L

6
7

Geetha
Myna

44048
44068

55
54

Lump
Lump

8

Santhi

44080

44

Meenaksh 44085
i
Jaya
44098
Puspa 44506

9
10
11

SIDE SHAPE

MARGINS

DENSITY

ECHO

MAMMO
DIAG

SONO
DIAG

COMB

BIOPSY

WD

ISO

Hypo

B

B

B(DE)

--

—
—
—

-—
—

-—
—

AN
AN
AN

O
O
O
O

AN
C
C
C

B(DE)
B
B
B

----

Rt
Lt

—
—

—
—

—
—

AN
AN

O
O

C
C

B
B

---

Lump

Rt

—

—

—

AN

O

C

B

—

60

Lump

Lt

Oval

WD

ISO

AN

B

C

B

-

60
52

Lump
Lump

Lt
Rt

Oval

WD

ISO

--

—

—

AN
AN

B
0

C
C

B
B

---

12

Vanitha

44520

55

Notsp Rt

Oval

WD

ISO

AN

B

C

B

-

13

Raji

44538

57

lump

Oval

WD

ISO

AN

B

B

--

14

Ponni

44555

43

lump

Oval

WD

ISO

AN

B

c
c

15

Preethi

44708

42

Lump

Lt

Oval

WD

ISO

hyper

B

B

B(FA)

-

16

Ponnamm
al
Mariyam
mal
Muthamm
al
Thenral

44805

40

Lump

Rt

Oval

Lo

Hyper

hyper

B

B

B(FA)

-

44884

47

lump

RT

Oval

Lo

Hyper

hyper

B

B

B(FA)

17
18

B

44960

48

lump

LT

Oval

WD

Hyper

hyper

B

B

B(FA)

—

45101

54

lump

RT

Oval

WD

Hypo

Iso

B

0

B(FN)

—

41

lump

B/L Oval

WD

Iso

hypo

B

B

B(FCC)

21

govindam 45205
mal
ramya 45265

67

Lump

Lt

I

Sp

Hyper

Mx

S

S

S

M

22

savitha

45294

80

lump

Lt

Oval

Lo

Hyper

Mx

S

S

S

B

23

saranya 46156 50
buvana 46203 60

lump

Lt

Oval

ML

Hyper

Mx

S

S

S

B

19
20

24

lump

Rt

I

Lo

Hyper

hypo

S

S

S

B

25

kuzhali

60

lump

RT

I

ML

Hyper

hypo

S

S

S

B

26

kavitha 46365 45

lump

Lt

I

Lo

Iso

hypo

S

S

S

B

27

suganya 46848 68

Lump

Lt

I

Sp

Hyper

Mx

S

S

S

M

28

sangeeth 46915 55
a

T

Rt

-

-

—

—

N

N

N

—
-----

—
—

—
-----

—
—

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

29

46304

mani

46923

55

Lump

Rt

46955

50

T

Lt

56989

48

T

Rt

56998

47

Lump

Rt

33

sagunthal
a
Rose
mary
Rejina
begam
margret

57106

47

T

34

beula

57186

75

35

vanitha

57205

48

30
31
32

Rt

—
—

---------

-----------

Lump

Lt

-----

-----

------

N

N

N

Lump

Rt

------ ------

-------

N

N

N

—
—

B

SI No

NAME

36

tamilarasi

37
38
39

OP/IP

AGE

DES

SIDE

Lump

Nisha devi 57256 41 Lump

57244 70

SHAPE

MARGINS

DENSITY

ECHO

MAMMO
DIAG

SONO
DIAG

COMB

BIOPSY

Rt

—

N

N

N

B

Lt

—

N

N

N

57288 46

Lump

Rt

—

N

N

N

puttammal 57346 45

Lump

Rt

—

N

N

N

kothai

40

malathi

57368 48

Lump

Rt

—

N

N

N

41

mumtaj

57394 40

Lump

Rt

—

N

N

N

42

shakila

57415 46 Not Sp Rt

—

N

N

N

43

navya

57444 47 Not Sp Rt

—

N

N

N

B

44

sharmila

57474 43 Not Sp Lt

—

N

N

N

B

45

usha

57495 50 Not Sp Lt

—

N

N

N

B

46

sumathra

57522 43 Not Sp Rt

—

N

N

N

47

mullai

57546 44 Not Sp Lt

—

N

N

N

48

muthamil

57611 48 Not Sp Rt

—

N

N

N

B

49

roselin

57692 49 Not Sp Rt

—

N

N

N

B

50

dhivya

57825 54 Not Sp Rt

—

N

N

N

B

B

